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Fear of Monetary Repression and Inflation Tax:  
Dubious Narratives Drive Frenzy in Recession 
         
Amidst the enormous uncertainties related to the pandemic, there is a 
significant certainty – tax burdens will become ever more burdensome.  
Moreover, if we define tax burden to include the monetary repression tax, that 
ascent has already started in stark form.  
         

How could it be otherwise? The massive run-up in government debt, the 
counterpart to government aid to households and businesses, is matched in 
present value terms by future tax liabilities. Only part of these will be 
conventional taxes as levied explicitly according to legislation; the monetary 
authorities will collect the rest. 
         

Monetary repression tax is one of these extra-legislative taxes. Inflation tax is 
the other. 
         

The substantially negative real interest rates now quoted on say 10-year US 
inflation-indexed bonds (TIPS) are symptomatic of those taxes already weighing 
heavily on investors’ expectations.  
 

10-Year Treasury Inflation-Indexed Security, Constant Maturity 

 
            

At the core of the MRT is the central bank administering policies which cause 
interest rates – short and long – to be well below the level they would be in a 
sound money regime. As a historical memo here, under the international gold 

Executive Summary 

Tax burdens are already increasing 
to pay for massive government 
expenditures during the pandemic 
– but chiefly so far in the form of 
monetary repression tax as 
collected by the central banks.   
 
MRT is the amount by which 
interest rates – both short and long 
– are below the level which would 
prevail under a sound free-market 
monetary system.  Into the future, 
there is widespread anxiety about 
how a surge in inflation tax 
collection will add to MRT. 
 
Substantially negative real yields, 
as quoted on long-maturity TIPS 
(US inflation-indexed government 
bonds), are symptomatic of these 
expectations regarding MRT and 
inflation tax. Correspondingly 
huge premium valuations have 
formed on a range of assets which 
are seen as the best havens against 
these taxes.   
 
Alongside these premium 
valuations are highly speculative 
narratives about which investors 
would usually be quite sceptical.    
Under market conditions as 
generated by fundamental 
anxiety, these narratives have 
fuelled some frenzy. 
 
In this issue of GMV, we pick out 
eight such speculative narratives 
for scrutiny.  Read on!     
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standard money market rates in London rarely fell below 2 per cent – while 
prices on average reverted to an unchanged mean over the long-run.  
 

That differential of market interest rates below the level which would pertain 
on average under a sound money regime will persist and even widen most likely 
over many years to come. The suppressed interest rates will be related to 
governments resistance to upward forces (on these) which would emanate from 
the strong economic recovery and falling private sector savings surpluses. 
 

In turn, that resistance of governments and their central banks to higher interest 
rates in the post-pandemic world would set the stage for higher goods and 
services inflation, swelling revenues for governments in the form of inflation tax 
(a windfall tax on the outstanding real value of debts, better recognized 
historically than MRT). 
 

In the past business cycle, which reached its peak in February 2020 on the eve 
of the pandemic, the ability of government to levy MRT was increased by strong 
non-monetary disinflation which kept the lid on observed inflation. Tightening 
of monetary conditions could be continually delayed, which remained in line 
with the 2 per cent inflation target.  
 

Also helpful to prolonging the MRT were the perverse effects of low or even 
negative interest rates on economic incentives.    Businesses in many cases were 
dissuaded from entering into long-gestation capital expenditure. The prospects 
of eventual bubble-bursting made this seem especially hazardous and instead 
markets rewarded companies for adopting financial strategies of making their 
shares suitable for momentum plays – for example by adding risk by leverage 
and buying back equity.  Weak capital expenditure induced by monetary 
radicalism meant that low rates could remain low without encountering strong 
resistance.  Households had to save harder to accumulate retirement funds 
unless they were supremely confident in asset inflation gains persisting. 
Moreover, gathering mal-investment meant sluggish productivity growth – itself 
a factor weighing down on interest rates in real terms.  
     

In the next business cycle expansion (and no, despite the market storytelling 
most likely the trough of the recession starting in February 2020 has not been 
reached yet), there may well not be the same combination of factors allowing 
governments to extend and deepen revenues from the MRT. Still, 
correspondingly the scope for levying inflation tax might well be all the more 
significant.  
   

Disinflation from globalization is waning. The monopoly power of big companies 
versus their disorganized labour forces, allowing wage pressures to be ground 
down, may no longer be waxing. Another factor to watch here is possible re-
unionization.  Additionally, there might be such a shortage of capital stock after 
the wipe-outs of mal-investment that there are high rates of return available on 
the emerging investment opportunity, meaning a much stronger expansion of 
business spending next time round.   That means at some point central banks 
would bow (very late) to pressures upwards on rates – but only after their long 
delay had fostered a tremendous collection of inflation tax. 
 

The terror of monetary repression tax and future inflation tax runs deep and 
explains much of what now characterizes our economic environment.  Already 
mentioned above is the symptom of substantially negative yields on TIPS.  
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We can also think of the fantastic demand for Big Tech monopoly rent income, 
actual and potential, on the basis that this is a real stream likely to be untouched 
by inflation; hence one significant factor in the premium prices of Big Tech.  The 
same terror (of MRT and inflation tax) has spurred a global hunt for yield in the 
form of buying the Italian government bonds, whose 10-year yield now towers 
57 bps above US yields (unlike for so much of recent years when BTPs yielded 
less than Treasuries). Investors are taking the view that vast transfers of MRT 
and ultimately inflation tax from Northern Europe will keep the Italian state and 
its banks solvent. 
    

Banks have a significant role in the collection and disbursement of MRT.   In 
effect they are allowed to pass the MRT raised on their deposits on in part to 
their client borrowers in the private sector – many of whom would otherwise 
become insolvent or at least become part of the bad performing loan category.   
So, in part MRT is a bank protection tax (and ultimately supports a whole range 
of so-called zombie borrowers).  
 

It is easy to understand why assets which are not subject to the MRT or inflation 
tax should get a premium price (as tax-free) when these taxes are ramped up as 
during the pandemic. This premium price is measured relative to the price which 
otherwise would have prevailed, and in some cases would be well below what 
was quoted on the eve of the pandemic.  And some asset classes have their 
problems with tax rates which are almost certainly going to be hiked, even if 
exempt from monetary repression tax.  One can think here of residential real 
estate. 
 

The influence of MRT and inflation tax on asset markets goes far beyond a static 
arithmetic exercise of calculating tax-free premiums.   One has to consider the 
generation of speculative narratives in their highly dubious forms – and how 
they gain acceptance from investors who drop their healthy rational scepticism 
out of desperation to avoid these taxes.  
 

Dubious narratives 
 

Let us consider some of these dubious narratives now circulating prominently in 
markets: 
 

First, there is nowhere else to go (except equities and credits and real estate) 
to avoid MRT and inflation tax. Presumably by this point, tax-exempt assets 
(equities, the credit premium element in risky bonds) have a considerable 
premium to reflect their tax status.  In many respects, this premium may well be 
excessive already. It does not adequately reflect the other explicit taxes to which 
they may become subject or the extent to which high inflation might raise the 
burden of present tax rates in real terms, especially related to capital gains.  For 
example, almost certainly state and local governments will replace collapsing 
revenue from commercial real estate with higher taxes on residential real 
estate.  
 

Additionally, governments will turn to an obvious revenue source – monopoly 
rents, a factor to bear in mind when considering some stratospheric valuations 
amongst FANG giants.  Another source of increased taxation by governments 
may be higher capital gains taxes. The UK is already studying this, and a Biden 
win will most likely usher in a higher capital gains tax. In any case, as inflation 
rises, a given tax rate of nominal gain becomes higher as a percentage of real 
profits.  
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Second, we should welcome massive infrastructure programs by governments 
taking advantage of remarkably low borrowing costs at present.  This narrative 
is a leading proposition of so-called modern monetary theory (MMT).  It 
amounts to the following: while the state of popular (and political) opinion 
allows governments to keep down its cost of borrowing by imposing a big MRT 
or inflation tax on lenders to them, they may as well go full in and spend.   We 
should view ramped up public spending financed by even more onerous burdens 
of MRT as a form of economic and financial oppression – not as a component of 
prosperity building. 
       

Third, the huge rebound of the US equity market virtually back to the previous 
pre-pandemic peak is just a natural accompaniment of an emerging economic 
recovery.  Most likely (according to the purveyors of this narrative) the US 
recession which started in February 2020 ended in May 2020.  However, this is 
not anything like a normal business cycle recession.   Superimposed on the 
business cycle dynamics has been a massive supply shock – the COVID 19 
pandemic.   The easing of lockdowns has meant a diminution of the supply shock 
– but in economic terms, the recession continues.  Business spending overall 
remains deeply depressed.  Furthermore, there is a strong likelihood of further 
downward lurches in aggregate spending – perhaps most related to the eruption 
of credit and banking crisis. 
   

Fourth, there is a group of ‘pandemic stocks’ whose profit prospects have 
improved permanently as a result of the pandemic.  Most of these make higher 
profits during the pandemic. Furthermore, there will also be gains for this 
group beyond the pandemic. These come, for example from permanently 
enhanced monopoly power and changes in consumer and organizational 
behaviour which occurred during the pandemic and which will not be reversed 
once the pandemic is over.  Hence the analogy with war stocks only goes so far.   
War stocks lose value when peace comes – as there is no longer the enormous 
military spending to spur their profits.  A narrative for pandemic stocks though 
is that the move of retailing on-line and the move out of offices will not reverse.   
 

None of this is sure of course – and there will be big differences across the globe.  
One could imagine a scenario where rents on city-centre offices and shopping 
malls collapse, meaning an Indian summer is possible for their business 
occupants.  We may yet see revulsion against pandemic patterns of behaviour 
and an embracing of social contact once the pandemic is over. Moreover, the 
idea that monopoly profits are secure for Big Tech is not a certainty.   Only this 
week, a technical op-ed in the Wall Street Journal was extolling the superiority 
of alternative browsers to Google. Moreover, the latter is reported as ramping 
up its planned expansion into the cloud, competing with Amazon and Microsoft.  
        

Fifth, as optimists, we all want to believe the prevailing narrative about the 
pandemic; that in 2021 there will be effective vaccines and therapies against 
COVID 19, such that the pandemic will be over in that year.   There are many 
alternative scenarios, however, including treatments which overall reduce risk 
and incidence of infection and also mean the danger of severe disease and death 
recede.  The perceived risks nonetheless remain significant enough to influence 
behaviour, or more pessimistically, where natural immunity recedes for 
whatever reason. 
        

Sixth, the Fed and other central banks have extinguished credit and banking 
crisis risk.  We have already taken issue with this narrative in previous issues of 
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this publication.  Primarily the central banks have so far sustained liquidity – but  
solvency risks loom large, and in some respects, more significantly in 
consequence of central bank action.   There is the obvious potential for solvency 
risk, when it erupts, to spread into bank failures, most of all outside the US.   
        
Seventh, there is the narrative of wealth effects.  The strength of some 
sections of the equity and credit markets will buoy spending.  Theory and 
practise tell us, however, that significant gains over short periods, which are 
widely regarded as very speculative, may have little effect on spending at all.  
Moreover, there are many assets outside and within the S&P 500 which have 
fallen sharply, including of course commercial real estate. 
         
Eighth, Europe (the euro-zone) is emerging relatively stable.  The pandemic is 
best under control there (compared to the US), the lockdown has mainly been 
relaxed successfully, and Europe is getting its act together with a solidarity 
fund for the pandemic struck economies and regions. Furthermore, the euro-
zone is now set to expand, and its gravitational pull is increasing!   It is crass to 
make anything like specific diagnoses of the pandemic’s course at this point.  As 
to the mini-Marshall plan, this is mostly an exercise in political presentation, 
rather than economic effectiveness.  The biggest beneficiary per capita will be 
Poland.   
 

 
Source: Bloomberg 

 

Perhaps 80bn euros over several years will flow into Italy as aid and 
concessionary loans – but that cumulative total of 5 per cent of GDP stands 
alongside a general government debt rising to above 150 per cent of GDP next 
year.  Though Frau Merkel is basking in pandemic popularity according to the 
polls, albeit troubled most recently by repercussions from the fintech affair, it is 
undoubtedly too early to predict a CDU/CSU centre-left landslide in general 
elections a year from now.  Europe remains the likely epicentre of a global credit 
and banking crisis, was it to erupt.   European banks are too weak to announce 
similar loan write-offs as their US counterparts, but the reality is most likely 
much worse. 
 

Bottom line: 
 

The terror of monetary repression tax and inflation tax now and in the future to 
pay for the vast government spending related to pandemic has perversely driven  
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a frenzy in some sectors of the global asset markets.  This frenzy goes along with 
many dubious narratives which for now are gaining widespread acceptance 
from investors. In their desperation for yield, they have dropped their healthy 
rational scepticism.   While the music is still playing, let’s dance, but let’s also try 
to decipher the flaws in these narratives.  
 

The top dance is the fantasia of the pandemic stock boom.  The chanting of 
exponential monopoly profit growth and the irreversible destruction of bricks 
and mortar competition may already have created some delirium.  Yes, it is hard 
to see any scenario for recovery of much of the office and shop real estate. More 
likely we will see continuing falls. Still, the users of this space may experience 
good profitability in due course at rents and rates a fraction of recent levels.   A 
few dissonant voices warn us of a credit crisis ahead – and this is our central 
scenario here at MHA.   One extra component here is the collapse of finances 
for local and state governments and what this means for loans non-guaranteed 
by central governments.   
  

Looking at the geography as to who has been participating in the dance, this is 
worldwide.   Even so, noteworthy is the participation of Japanese investors – 
with a massive exit of capital holding down the yen. The EUR/JPY fx rate has 
risen (yen cheaper) some eight per cent from its low in late Spring.   Both 
economic and geopolitical factors point to a reasonable likelihood of reversal 
here.   In particular, Japan is now more than ever critical to US strategy in the 
Pacific, and in this context, the frictions which are building up between Europe 
and the US have no counterpart.   Inflation in the long-run could well pick up in 
Japan as elsewhere. Still, for the next few years, inflation in Japan will very likely 
trail behind the US (and may not even be positive), meaning that already there 
is a significant real yield spread in favour of yen relative to dollars.   On the eve 
of the pandemic Japan’s government finances stood out as relatively weak, but 
have become less so (on a relative basis) since.   Japanese banks are dependent 
on dollar funding, but they have recourse to the Bank of Japan with its massive 
dollar reserves (supplemented as required by swap lines with the Fed). 
 

Long gold, a core of good investment-grade dollar paper up to 2 to 3-year 
maturities, long Yen, and short Euro and Sterling – these are key components of 
an investment strategy for investors wary of the music ceasing to play. 
  
          
 
  
 
 
 
 


